Hyster is an innovative leader in materials handling equipment, building forklifts to withstand the elements of manufacturing and providing resourceful tools to improve efficiency and safety. Bolzoni Auramo offers convenient, functional designs that are service friendly. Together, Hyster and Bolzoni Auramo provide a reliable, resourceful forklift that will positively transform your day-to-day operations.

In applications where the working cycles require load rotation or emptying boxes or containers, a Hyster attachment ready truck with a Bolzoni Auramo rotator can help your customers handle loads more efficiently with ease.

**DELIVERS RELIABILITY AND PRECISION:**
- 360 degree and 180 degree rotation
- Fast and high-torque rotation with continuous rotation both ways
- Fork carriage is welded to the rotating frame for greater rigidity
- Side support fork arm for added strength
- Open center design and minimized dimensions provide excellent visibility
- Motor gear box on the right (driver side) provides optimal visibility

**HIGHLY CONFIGURABLE:**
- Multiple capacities and fork carriage widths available to meet needs
- Includes ISO 2328 lower quick disconnect hooks for easy rotator installation and removal
- Hydraulic motors with different displacement allow for varied rotation speed
- Zinc-based options available for corrosive applications like fisheries and foundries

**Rotator clamp ready Hyster lift trucks:**
- S40-70FT
- S55FTS
- S80-120FT
- S80-120FTBCS
- S120FTPRS
- S120FTS
- H40-70FT
- H80-120FT
- H135-155FT

**Useful in many industries including, but not limited to:**
- Metallurgical
- Chemical
- Automotive
- Recycling
- Waste
- Food processing
- Fisheries and foundries